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Introduction 

The current deep economic crisis at global scale willThe current deep economic crisis at global scale will 
most probably affect the good progress achieved in 
recent years towards the fulfillment of therecent years towards the fulfillment of the 
Millennium Development Goals which constitute the 
reference for measuring global developmentreference for measuring global development 
This negative occurrence could nevertheless be used 
as an opportunity for adopting a new approach foras an opportunity for adopting a new approach, for 
promoting a new paradigm in global development, 
where S&T have their role to play
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where S&T have their role to play



The Bright Aspects before the Crisis (1)g p f ( )

At mid-point, some significant successes in theAt mid point, some significant successes in the 
fulfillment of the MDGs:

Reducing absolute poverty by half is within reachReducing absolute poverty by half is within reach
Primary school enrolment at 90%, except in 2 regions
Progress in health issues is significant:Progress in health issues is significant:

• Deaths from measles reduced by factor three in 6 years
• Newly AIDS infected people decreased by 10% between 2001 and y p p y

2007
• Halt to tuberculosis expected, should decline before 2015 target

A t f d i ki t i d b 1 6 billi l
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Access to safe drinking water gained by 1.6 billion people  



The Bright Aspects before the Crisis (2)g p f ( )

Science & Technology have played a role in these gy p y
achievements, mostly biotechnologies in the health 
sector, as well as information & communication ,
technologies not only in health and education but 
also in poverty reduction. The massive growth in in p y g
the number of mobile phone subscribers (60 million 
new subscribers added in Africa in 2006, more than ,
22% of Africa’s population had a mobile phone at 
the end of 2006) and the penetration of Internet 
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) p
constitute strong factors of economic development



The Most Negative Aspects before the 
C i iCrisis

Higher food prices may push 100 million people g p y p p p
deeper in poverty
Conflicts leave many displaced and impoverishedConflicts leave many displaced and impoverished
Some 2.5 Billion people still live without improved 
sanitationsanitation
Developed countries’ foreign aid expenditures 
d li d f th d ti i 2007declined for the second consecutive year in 2007
Market access for developing countries is little 
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improved 



The Current Economic Crisis (1)( )

The current crisis is much more significant in terms 
of global impact than all previous economic crisisof global impact than all previous economic crisis 
(the Great Depression of 1929, the Japanese Bubble 
of the late 1980s/early 1990’s, the collapse of the / y , p
economies of the Former Soviet Union, the ICT 
bubble around 2000). in less than a year, around 30 

ll $ h k hTrillions $ have gone up in smoke, twice the US GDP 
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The Current Economic Crisis (2)( )

The World Economic Outlook of the IMF projects for 
2009 a decrease in world output of 1.3% (Canada 

l2.5%, US 2.8%, CIS excl. Russia 2.9%, European 
Union 4%, Russia 6.0%, Japan 6.2%). One positive 
aspect is the softer impact on developing countriesaspect is the softer impact on developing countries 
and the prospect of a quicker recovery, as shown in 
the following slides (Guy Verhofstadt De Weg Uit dethe following slides (Guy Verhofstadt, De Weg Uit de 
Crisis) 
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The Current Economic Crisis (3)( )

The crisis will necessarily affect the development of 
the less favored. Some effects are already felt:

Slump in export markets: minus 42% in export p p p
income in Algeria for the first quarter 2009, 
income from mining resources divided by three in g y
Dem. Rep. of Congo from July 2008 to February 
2009
Reduction in money transfer from migrants (30% 
of GDP in certain countries): minus 14 8% for the
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of GDP in certain countries): minus 14.8% for the 
two first months of 2009 in Morocco 



The Current Economic Crisis (4)( )

Further reduction in ODA: as shown by the article 
of La Stampa of June 12, 2009, major donors  do 
not fulfill their promises in terms of aid: 21 5not fulfill their promises in terms of aid: 21.5 
Billion $ were promised by the G7 in 2004 for the 
period going to 2010 7 Billion have effectivelyperiod going to 2010, 7 Billion have effectively 
been committed until 2008. The new players in 
ODA, China and India, compensate somewhat forODA, China and India, compensate somewhat for 
this deficiency   
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The Current Economic Crisis (4)( )

Credit squeeze: securing money for new g
investments in developing countries will be 
increasingly difficult. In particular, securing 

h it l f d l t ill benough capital for energy development will be a 
real issue. The total investment requirement for 
energy supply infrastructure over the periodenergy supply infrastructure over the period 
2001-2030 is over 16 Trillions US$ for replacing 
and expanding supply facilities. It corresponds toand expanding supply facilities. It corresponds to 
1% of global GDP and 4.5% of all investments 
(IEA World Energy Investment Outlook 2003 
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Insights) 



The Current Economic Crisis (5)( )

Credit squeeze (cont.): For Africa, it means q ( ) ,
allocating 4% of its GDP to this sole purpose. The 
alternative for Africa is the continuation of power p
outages which cost African economies as much as 
2% of their GDP (The Wall Street Journal, April 18, 2008)( , p , )

The electricity sector alone needs about 10 Trillions 
US$, 60% of the total energy investment. Half ofUS$, 60% of the total energy investment. Half of 
the energy investment will have to take place in the 
developing world.
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developing world. 



The Current Economic Crisis (6)( )

Credit squeeze (cont ): Even with such rate ofCredit squeeze (cont.): Even with such rate of 
investment, 1.4 Billion people would be without 
access to electricity in 2030, only 200 million fewer y , y
than now. Mobilizing the investment depends on the 
ability of the energy sector to compete against other 
sectors of the economy for capital. The competition 
for investment comes from two very important 
areas: the fulfillment of the Millennium Developmentareas: the fulfillment of the Millennium Development 
Goals and the mitigation of, and adaptation to, 
climate change
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climate change



The Current Economic Crisis (7)( )

Credit squeeze (cont.): For MDGs, as already 
mentioned, ODA from developed and emerging 
countries do not cover the needs and will probably 

t t th t t t f 2015 Ad t ti t dnot meet the target set for 2015. Adaptation to, and 
mitigation of, climate change effects, require new 
investments amounting again to hundreds of billionsinvestments amounting again to hundreds of billions 
of $. Even if the long term impact of such 
investments will be fairly moderate, i.e. a slowdowninvestments will be fairly moderate, i.e. a slowdown 
of about 0.1% in the average annual growth of 
global GDP, money has to be found for the required 
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g , y q
work, notably for Less Developed Countries



The Current Economic Crisis (7)( )

Credit squeeze (cont.): Defining the right priorities 
for financing the required investments will be a 
d ff l l f d d l d lldifficult exercise. A lot of wisdom and solidarity will 
have to be exercised in the financing of our World’s 
pressing needs especially in time of crisis whenpressing needs, especially in time of crisis when 
national preoccupations are at the forefront
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An Opportunity for Shaping the Future?   
(1)(1)

O S i t h i d i d f “i ti lOur Society has experienced a period of “irrational 
exuberance” (Alan Greenspan); let us hope that it 
will not enter in a period of “irrational pessimism”will not enter in a period of irrational pessimism . 
The crisis could be an opportunity for deepening or 
revising some of the current paradigms used forrevising some of the current paradigms used for 
global development
Renewed efforts should be consented by developingRenewed efforts should be consented by developing 
countries for reducing the dependence on foreign 
aid through increased regional initiatives, through 
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g g , g
more industrial partnerships



An Opportunity for Shaping the Future?   
(2)(2)

What could be the role of Science and Technology in 
thi f k? Th k dthis new framework? Three keywords are 
suggested:

R i f f th th k l d b bReinforce further the knowledge base by 
capacity building in Science and Technology, 
using all forms of partnership North South Southusing all forms of partnership, North-South-South, 
regional, public/private
Develop technological infrastructures notablyDevelop technological infrastructures, notably 
in ICTs
Stimulate more local innovation which
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Stimulate more local innovation which 
contributes to a good capacity utilization



An Opportunity for Shaping the Future?   
(3)(3)

In innovation, four complementary approaches 
should be followed:should be followed:

Giving more emphasis on innovation driven by 
local demand notably the societal demandlocal demand, notably the societal demand 
Devoting more attention to organizational 
innovation adapted to local conditionsinnovation adapted to local conditions
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An Opportunity for Shaping the Future?   
(4)(4)

Reaping the benefits of new innovative 
developments notably in the energy anddevelopments, notably in the energy and 
environmental fields, arising from the stimulus 
packages of developed countriespackages of developed countries
Using the model of “non R&D innovators” 
developed successfully in Europedeveloped successfully in Europe
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Demand Driven Innovation (1)( )

The developing world should be more attentive to its 
own local needs when engaging into the innovation 

l l dprocess. Agriculture, energy management including 
the issue of carbon emissions, adaptation to climate 
change waste management are among thechange, waste management are among the 
questions which should drive the demand for local 
innovationinnovation
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Demand Driven Innovation (2)( )
Examples already exist and should show the way:

Di it li ti f t d i S lDigitalization of customs procedures in Senegal
Eucalyptus plantation project to absorb CO² in 
NiNiger
Use of the Congo basin as the “second lung of the 
l t”planet”

Modification of the production process of nitrate-
b d f tili i E tbased fertilizers in Egypt 
Reduction of refinery flares in Algeria
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Reduction of methane emissions from public 
landfills situated near large African urban zones  



Organizational Innovation (1)g ( )

Even if it is aimed at realizing ultimate financialEven if it is aimed at realizing ultimate financial 
savings, the introduction of new products and 
processes requires large immediate investments p q g
with financial returns situated in the future. This 
constitutes an obstacle in times of credit crunch
Organizational innovation is largely immaterial, it 
does need such large investments, hence it should 
b l d d f bbe privileged. Periods of crisis bring more creativity:

“When money is scarce, it’s time to think”
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(attributed to Lord Rutherford)



Organizational Innovation (2)g ( )

The crisis should be an opportunity for revising 
h l i l d i d i l disome technological and industrial paradigms, even 

in developing countries. As an example, open source 
f f h ICT h h hsoftware, a component of the ICTs that have shown 

so useful in developing countries, should be 
id d ithconsidered with care
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Organizational Innovation (3)g ( )

Open source software and more generally openOpen source software and more generally open 
source services respond positively to tight financial 
situations when operational expenditure is preferredsituations, when operational expenditure is preferred 
to capital expenditure and when people have more 
time than money “Cloud computing” will becometime than money. “Cloud computing” will become 
increasingly appealing for individuals and enterprises 
as it will allow to pay a little for using someoneas it will allow to pay a little for using someone 
else’s enormous capital investment  
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Fall Out from Stimulus Packages (1)f g ( )
Quenching the crisis needs an immediate response. 
Developed countries have entered massive stimulus Developed countries have entered massive stimulus 
packages for re-launching their economies. Within 
these packages, there is to the temptation of 
financing “shovel ready projects” (B k Ob )financing shovel-ready projects  (Barack Obama) 
following the recipe of Keynes of the 1930’s. This 
leaves little place for innovation. The only chance p y
resides in the adoption within stimulus packages and 
within public procurement – a powerful tool for 
stimulating innovative products of measures withstimulating innovative products- of measures with 
some degree of innovative content. Sustainable 
restructuring, green Keynesianism are keywords in 
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g, g y y
this respect   
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Fall Out from Stimulus Packages (2)f g ( )

This new approach could favor the development of 
new innovative projects related to energy and the 
environment, such as green manufacturing plants, 
sustainable transport infrastructures, sustainable 
urban management, sustainable energy sources and 
distribution systems, green buildings, green 
chemistry plants, sustainable farming areas, 
sustainable water management
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Fall Out from Stimulus Packages (3)f g ( )

The developing world should also benefit from these p g
developments and partnerships with the developed 
world should guarantee a reasonable fall outg
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Non R&D Innovators (1)( )

Within technological innovation, there are several 
models which can be followed by national systems 
and enterprises. One model relates to “Non R&D 
innovators”, called also “neglected innovators”, 
relying on an external knowledge base (no internal 
R&D) and oriented generally towards external 
markets
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Non R&D Innovators (2)( )

Innovation requires a sufficient base of Science 
&Technology for being efficient but it does not 
require mastering the entire knowledge chain. The 
experience acquired in Europe with “Non R&D 
innovators” might be worth being tried in developing 
countries 
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Non R&D Innovators (3)( )

This model has grown in importance. According to 
the European Innovation Scoreboard 2008, in the 
EU 27, 52.5% of the innovative firms fall in this 
category, as opposed to 40% performing R&D in-
house
A large fraction of these “Non R&D innovators” have 
less than 50 employees, are active in low technology p y , gy
service sectors and are located in countries with 
below average innovative performance. They work 
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g p y
generally in an isolated fashion



. Venture capitaV p
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Non R&D Innovators (4)( )

If this model, which allows to enter fully into the 
innovation process without having to go through theinnovation process without having to go through the 
lengthy path of R&D, works in Europe, it should 
work equally in developing countries wherework equally in developing countries where 
creativity constitutes generally a dominant feature. 
Its prompt implementation in the developing worldIts prompt implementation in the developing world 
should be considered, giving a new life to innovation 
in the private sector and boosting entrepreneurship
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in the private sector and boosting entrepreneurship



Conclusion

As Charles Perrini (CIAN) hinted recently the 20thAs Charles Perrini (CIAN) hinted recently, the 20th 
Century lasted from 1914 (WW1) to 1989 (Fall of 
the Berlin Wall) Will the 21st Century startthe Berlin Wall). Will the 21st Century start 
effectively after October 2008? The deep crisis that 
we are experiencing should be used as anwe are experiencing should be used as an 
opportunity for revising some of our paradigms, 
notably when tackling the issues of the developingnotably when tackling the issues of the developing 
world. For those involved in Science & Technology, 
we should not miss this opportunity
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we should not miss this opportunity.


